
Solid win to finish with [posted 30/08/14] 

Matchday fourteen dawned with a slate grey sky after a day of monsoon'esque rain had 
prevented any juniors games the day before.  Nevertheless hopes were still high that an 

improving weather forecast, and the hard work done on the ground over preceding days, 
would see "game on".  And so it was.  Greenock were the visitors, and after the toss was lost 

by their skipper, Pasty invited the Glenpark side to have a bat.  Skipper Prabhu would open 
with Flack, and for the 'Loc the new ball was in the hands of #Fletch [Ed: as he nows insists 
on being referred to!]  Sharing new ball duties was Ihty.  And it was the latter who made the 

breakthrough, or should that be breakthroughs plural, as Greenock's top three all became 
victims for Ihty!  After a steady start had seen Prabhu and Flack negotiate their side to 25 
without loss, things suddenly started to go pear-shaped for the visitors as three wickets fell 
with just 11 runs being added.  Prabhu went first, caught by Owais.  Flack followed 2 runs 

later, also caught, this time by Scotty, and then "Overseas Amateur" Thomas's wretched 

season finally came to an end when he was trapped LBW second ball.  36 for 3.  The steady 
start but a distant memory.  Some rebuilding was obviously needed, and momentarily things 

improved for Greenock with Hempsey and Briggs taking the score to 47.  But it didn't last, 
and with 47 on the 'board, wickets four and five fell: Briggs bowled by #Fletch and Hempsey 

dismissed in similar fashion by Nofs who was now into the attack.  
  
And it would be Nofs' day as regards the rest of this game.  Firstly he ripped through pretty 

much all of the rest of Greenock's batting line-up to finish with 5 for 12 [Ed: Getting his name 
on the senior Honours Board] as the visitors collapsed to 73 not out, before then hitting a 

run-a-ball 33 not out to steer the 'Loc to the win inside thirteen overs.  The 'Loc's innings 
didn't even need to wait for tea as the ump's turned the sides around PDQ, and for the loss 

of just Anjum's wicket - caught by McDougall for 8 off Batters' bowling - a nine-wicket win 

was secured.  
  

So a good way to finish a kind of quirky season.  The four-game unbeaten start to the league 
campaign promised much, as did the runs in the cups and wins over Premier Division sides, 

but then the Commonwealth Games break, some unlucky rain cancellations and defeat at 

Albert Park, in the second half were frustrations.  Ending on a high's good though, and this 
young side continues its development.  Ihty's three wickets today saw him, as still an Under 

15, take thirteen league wickets over the season, and Hasseeb's fifteen wickets in a first 
season are equally encouraging.  With the bat, the experience gained by Owais will stand him 

in good stead going forward, and scoring over 100 runs, again as an Under 15 in a first full 

season of CSL cricket, bodes well.  Pasty, still just 20 himself, chipped in with another couple 
of hundred league runs too, and Nofs and #Fletch as first-year overseas players, both more 

than contributed.  Nofs averaged over 47 with the bat and took 15 league wickets at 17.1, 
whilst #Fletch also helped himself to 15 league wickets in a shortened fourteen-match 

schedule, his coming at just 13.1 a-piece.  And when we add in the continuing success of the 
Shawholm XI, as well as the club's junior sides, the future remains bright indeed in Europe's 

favourite park! 

  
Bad day at the office [posted 23/08/14] 

The defeat to Weirs a week or so ago was largely self-imposed, a poor bowling performance 
letting the oppo' batters chase down a total that should've been defendable.  Today the 

bowling wasn't horrible, Ferguslie being dismissed for 243 batting first.  Sure, the 'Loc 
bowlers hadn't torn through the league leaders' line up, but they'd restricted their hosts to 
50-odd fewer runs than the last time the two sides had met.  Plusses also include Ihty getting 
through a ball short of fifteen overs which will stand him in good stead, and Nofs' ten-over 
spell cost just 16 runs.  Ihty also took a "3-for", as did Coya.  Wickets fell in quick succession 

at the tail end of the Ferguslie innings, after their top four had set the base.  41, 27, 61 and 
30 were the contributions from Preston-Jones, English and the Paisley side's two overseas 

players.  Kennedy chipped in with a cameo 23 down the order too.  Hard to say whether 243 

all out was more or less than should've been posted, but after Ferguslie had limped to their 
win last week at New Williamfield, chasing hee-haw nine down, they'd likely be happy 



enough.  Certainly what would be needed was the 'Loc's top four repeating what Feegie's had 
done.  
  

So 34 for 4 - the "4" being the top four -  wasn't ideal.  In fact it was pretty horrible.  Anjum 
cleaned up by Carruthers, Owais nicking off to Stafford off Cameron, Nofs holing out to 
Preston-Jones off Carruthers, and Pasty adjudged LWB off Cameron.  27 were then added by 
Scotty and Blue Knee, but their partnership didn't last, Euan being dismissed by pro' 
Dabengwa who was by then into the attack in partnership with Tahir.  Death by slow 

bowling!  And at least it wasn't a slow death, the end coming as early as the 27th over, as 
the side slumped to 81 all out.  The middle order yet again failed to either get in, stay in, or 

score runs, and this just left Ihty time to claim another sheriff's badge when Lexy was last 
out, bowled by Tahir.  Tahir and Dabengwa had claimed "3-fors", as Ihty and Coya had done, 
with Carruthers and Cameron having their two-a-piece. 

  
Soundly beaten [posted 09/08/14] 

Saturday league cricket was back on today after the enforced two-week break to 
accommodate the alleged travel chaos that was to ensue because the Commonwealth Games 

were being held in the Empire's second city.  And today's performance at Albert Park that 

saw the 'Loc slump to ignominious defeat suggested that more than a few of the players 
have spent their enforced lay-offs doing other than practising!  163 for 7 batting first wasn't 

horrible, but it was far from a shoe-in winning score.  11 for 2 was a bad start after Rosco 
and Anjum had both been dismissed cheaply, and Nofs and Pasty did well to rebuild after 
that, the two putting on 45 for the third wicket.  And that third wicket - Nofs going for 38 - 
was a bizarre one.  Pushing the ball out towards cover-point, Nofs set off for a single that 
was never there and was sent back.  Murray had already scooped the ball up and shied at the 

stumps where 'keeper McCaig was standing up.  There then followed one of those ball-
'keeper-bails moments where the bails end up dislodged, the ball ends up lying some 

distance away and the 'keeper looks sheepish.  Result: run out.  Who knows though?    
After Nofs departed Blue Knee joined the skipper and immediately looked "busy" at the 

crease, the two putting on 55 for the fourth wicket.  And it was Blue Knee who departed, 
unluckily cutting Skelton straight to Hafeez at point, the home side skipper holding on to a 
good catch above his head.  In fact this was his second decent grab of the afternoon having 

taken a diving catch to get rid of Anjum early on after another shot smacked backward of 
point had been deflected into the air by Pettigrew standing at gully.  It would be Hafeez's day 

it would turn out.  Pasty was still there though, and was playing the anchor role.  Brian was 
his latest partner, and like Blue Knee, was positive from the off.  But his partnership with 
Pasty didn't last as Pasty holed out to Murray in the deep, smacking a Pettigrew full-toss 

straight to the Weirs fielder.  Scotty (1) and Coya (2) then came-and-went in quick 
succession and it was left to Brian - latterly with Lexy - to scurry a few more runs as the 

overs ticked over.  He'd end up with 34 not out, a knock without which would have seen the 
side trying defend far fewer than the 163 eventually posted.  For Weirs, opening bowler Friel 

took 2 for 21, and veteran Young returned miserly figures of 15-3-40-1.  

  
Defending 163 required two things: 1. a tight opening spell from the bowlers, and 2. wickets 

to fall and chances to be taken.  [Ed: is that three things?!?]  As it would turn out, neither of 
the two happened.  Or at least not from both ends!  Piercey (5-4-2-0) and Nofs (10-3-25-1) 
did their jobs from the river end, but Abi struggled on debut from the clubhouse end, his 

opening three-over spell seeing him concede 28 runs, and see Weirs get off to the flier they 
must've hoped for.  And no wickets fell in the opening salvos.  Frustratingly, the bowling saw 

deliveries down both sides of the wicket and too many of the wrong length that, on what was 
a tricky deck if the right length was bowled, allowed 4s to be cut and pulled at regular 
intervals.  And Weirs' opener Murray was making hay. [Ed: and, yes, the sun was shining!]  
He'd race to 50 from just 58 balls, hitting ten 4s along the way.  And when the winning post 

was reached by his side - after he'd departed for 50 - the 4s count made for grim reading: 

the 'Loc had managed six, Weirs 25!  And therein lies the evidence of the difference in the 
bowling.  Aside Murray's near run-a-ball 50, Hafeez managed an unbeaten 59 (97 balls), 

however your scribe's already mentioned that it was "his day".  This was reflected not just in 



him apparently being just in the "right place" at the "right time" in the field, but in him 

getting two lives on the way to his sheriff.  He got his first life when a leg-side stumping 
chance went a-begging, and then a second when Scotty grassed a chance at deep mid-wicket 

off Pasty's bowling.  It was his day, and Weirs' as they got home with over eight overs to 
spare.  Also not out was Akram, 31 not out (60 balls) in his case.  

  

So defeat in the first game after the enforced break.  And a bad one.  Take nothing away 
from Weirs however, the players they needed to deliver on the day did so, and when it came 

to getting the three or four key wickets that could've seen a different result accrue, the 'Loc 
were found wanting.  Work to do.  

  
Generosity comes back to haunt! [posted 12/07/14] 

Whitehaugh was the venue for the 'Loc's CSL match today, Kelburne the opposition.  And in 

the final analysis, after the 'Loc had been bowled out for 200 chasing 212, the side would rue 
gifting their hosts no fewer than 38 [Ed: no typo', it really does read three-eight, thirty eight!] 

in wides and no balls.  Lob in 9 runs in byes and there were arguably 47 runs given away 
free-gratis.  Kelburne were batting first after being inserted by Pasty after he'd won the toss.  
And the 'Loc were immediately on top.  4 for 2 was the score in the second over with both 

openers gone.  Piercey and Ihty had a wicket a-piece, McMillin and Morrow the two batters 
out.  Sheikh and Hussain then stabilised the home ship a bit with a partnership of 59, their 

time together being ended when the latter became Nofs' only wicket of the day.  Sheikh 
continued on however, in partnership this time with Kelburne newboy Naseer [Ed: who, he?] 

who'd end up top-scoring with 66.  Sheikh was out before Naseer though, being fourth out 
for 42, the first of what would be a "5-for" for Coya.  Naseer was Matt's second victim, before 

he cleaned up the tail as late order and overs runs were sought.  As it was the home side 

were bowled out in the last over of their innings, 212 the scoreboard total when Coya 
grabbed his fifth to get his name on the Honours Board, Ashraf the last man out. 213 to win 

then. 
  

With Anjum out injured it was a new opening combination that would start off for the 'Loc: 
Owais and Nofs the two openers.  26 were put on before the first wicket fell, Nofs run out for 
24.  Owais had played the anchor role, and this continued when Pasty joined him, like Nofs 
having bumped himself up the order one place.  Owais would be second out in the 29th over, 
for 34, having put on 66 with the skipper.  Pasty and Blue Knee then added 34 before Pasty 
was dismissed by Wylie for what would turn out to be the innings' top score of 45.  Euan kept 

going however, and like Owais would get in to the 30s, but no further.  Out for 31, he was - 
however - not the fourth wicket, as Scott (11) and Abid (0) had both been dismissed before 

him.  And so when Euan departed, the side were six down, the total on 155.  58 still needed.  
Coya was in at eight and he'd spear-head the remainder of the run-chase.  His eventual 32 

not out was just not enough however, as wickets fell around him.  200 all out was the final 
score, defeat by 12 runs.  And there'd been five run outs!  In addition to Nofs going early by 
this method of dismissal, Blue Knee, Abid, Crazy Horse and Zee were all run out too.  
  
After-match reflections rightly centred on those extras from the first innings.  Sure they'd 

been five run outs in the Loc's reply, and maybe a few of the batters might think having "got 
in", they should maybe have "gone on", but didn't.  But you can't really get away from those 

wides and no balls.  In addition to the 38 runs they accrued to Kelburne, they also saw 

another 25 deliveries bowled.  So, in effect, the 'Loc let their hosts bat for nearly 54 overs 
and not 50.  Criminal really.  

  
Batting frailties resurface [posted 05/07/14]  

Every so often they just rear their heads again.  And today was another such day.  What?  
The 'Loc's batting frailties.  As has been reported before in this column, the 'Loc's lower order 
and tail have individually and collectively failed pretty much all season.  Today was no 

different.  Your scribe likely bored the few readers of these reports recently when highlighting 
that 75% of the 'Loc's runs have come from the top four batters.  Well here's another cure 

for incomniacs.  The average score for the last six wickets in CSL and Scottish Cup matches 



this season, is 62 for 6!  Today it was 48 for 6 as 55 for 4 - batting first - quickly subsided to 

103 all out, and all inside 30 overs!  Shocker!  20 without loss very early on didn't suggest 
the carnage to follow however, with the 'Loc batting first after Stirling County's skipper had 
guessed correctly at the toss.  But then Owais was first out, with the score on 20, and Nofs 
then went second ball.  Pasty and Anjum were then together, but not for long as Anjum went 

with the score on 36.  19 runs later and it was four dow,....sorry five down, as two wickets 

fell on 55.  Pasty was looking in decent nick, had got into double figures, but then slapped a 
full toss straight to mid-wicket, and Blue Knee came and went first ball.  55 for 5 it was.  

Scotty was holding things together as best he could, but at the other end batters came and 
went as if they'd never held a bat at times: tame dismissal followed tame dismissal.  Three 

batters caught - Lexy maybe unluckily being adjudged to have nicked one behind - and Crazy 
Horse was trapped LBW.  103 all out, Scotty being last out when - with twenty overs still to 
go - he had a rush of blood to the head and missed with a big swing to be bowled by 

Cordner.  104 to win.  
  

The Stirling County reply started,.....well slowly I guess you could say.  No, wait a minute, it 
started badly actually.  Okay, let's say it started badly and slowly.  Piercey was rampant at 

the river end, and Nofs tied up the batters from the other.  Malcolm would bowl six straight 

maidens whilst Piercey grabbed three early scalps to reduce the visitors to 20 for 3.  And they 
were toiling.  Twelve overs in and the score was still just 23 for 3.  Astonishing.  "Are you 

Dumfries in disguise?" might've been a thought that was entering more than one or two 
heads.  But Anderson and Ferrie were in bunker-mentality mode and, though scoring seemed 

an optional extra that the Stirling car hadn't had fitted, runs did accumulate, albeit very 
slowly.  With the change in the bowling came a bit of relief for the batters, but not without 

more scares.  Abid grassed a couple of chances behind the sticks, and Anjum's first delivery 

looped harmlessly to where gully would've been,.....had he not been at second slip instead.  
Lexy's entry to the fray did bring a wicket as he cleaned up Ferrie first ball of his short spell, 
but this was good as it'd get as Stirling County crossed the finish line on the last ball of the 
29th over, a double bouncer (!) from Lexy that was hit for a 6!  Probably a farcical-enough 
end given the shambolic batting that had preceded it all day.  

  
So a defeat, and one that was pretty much self-imposed.  The side are still "in the mix" with 

just over half the season to go however, and if the answer to how to get runs from the 
middle and lower orders can be answered then there's still the very real prospect of a strong 

finish to the season.  It's a winning season so far, but the potential for it to be much more 

remains within grasp.  A bit more application, and a whole lot more thought are what's 
needed.  Starting next weekend when a trip to Whitehaugh is scheduled. 

  
Back to winning ways [posted 28/06/14] 

The 'Loc returned to winning ways in the league today with what ended up being a five-
wicket win at Glenpark.  However this was a game whose momentum swung about a bit.  

The 'Loc were in the field first after Pasty lost the toss, and quickly it looked like the home 

side might struggle to get much more than 60 or 70 as they slumped to 48 for 7.  Last week's 
centurion Flack was first out with the total on just 9, and from here-on-in the wickets just 

kept coming.  Ihty, Crazy Horse and Nofs were all in the wickets - each would finish with a 
"3-for" - and no Greenock batter seemed able to hang around.  Well, that is until the eighth-

wicket partnership.  It was 22.  Then there was the ninth-wicket partnership - it was 85!!  
McDougall batting at eight scored 37, Ware at nine made 21, and Crichton at ten was 
unbeaten come the end, on 36.  Well batted the tail-enders for sure, but what happened to 

the momentum?  It really is a funny ol' game.  As has already been mentioned, there were 
three "3-fors" in the innings, Nofs' 3 for 22 being the best of the three, his ten overs including 
no fewer than five maidens.  Ihty returned figures of 11-2-30-3, another good performance 
from him.  

  

The run-chase that had looked like it might involve scoring 70-odd to win now had 158 as the 
target.  You'd still fancy chasing it most weeks, but low targets sometimes do funny things to 

sides chasing.  Anjum and Owais opened for the 'Loc and put on 26 for the first wicket, the 



former holing out in the gully.  6 runs later and both openers were back in the changing 

room, Owais shouldering arms to a Thomas delivery and being adjudged LBW.  This brought 
Pasty and Nofs together again, and though they added 21 for the third wicket, this'd be as 
much as their partnership would accomplish with Pasty being third out with the score on 53.  
53 for 3, and still another 105 needed.  Scotty was next batter in, and he scored a positive 24 
batting with Nofs, as the two added 87, Nofs scoring freely now that he was in, and on the 
fast Glenpark ground.  140 was the scoreboard total when Scotty was caught by Prabhu off 
Peterson's bowling, leaving just enough time for Blue Knee to come and go for 5, and leave 

Abid with the Sheriff's badge.  161 for 5, and a five-wicket win with just over 18 overs to 
spare.  

  
A good win then, and pleasing for Nofs - who ended up 85 not out - to see the side home.  

Plus points from the first half certainly, though still question marks about those crucial late 

innings overs and putting opponents away when the side's on top.  And, though 155 for 5 in 
32 overs or so sounds good, the fragility of the batting was still in evidence to some extent 

and so still remains something the side has to work on.  But a win, and a good won.  First 
half of the season done and the side's 4-2 record sees them competing at the right end of the 

table.  Elsewhere Ferguslie thrashed Weirs, Stirling County were heavily defeated by 

Kelburne, and Stenhousemuir tripped up against Prestwick.  All to play for in the second half! 
  

Expensive! [posted 21/06/14] 
Scotty Millen doesn't drop many catches, in fact It was hard to find someone at the ground 

today who'd wvitnessed such an event.  However - like London buses - having not seen one 
for ages, two came at once!  The key one, in retrospect - which of course is 20|20 - was the 

grassed chance to get rid of Ferguslie pro' Dabengwa when he was on just 10.  The chance 

wasn't an easy one - over his head running away - however it's one Scotty would take far 
more often than not.  But it went down.  And when the visitors, who'd won the toss and 

chosen to bat first, had completed their 50-over allotment, Mr Dabengwa was still in 
occupation of the crease and had exactly 150 to his name.  Ouchay!  And 150 out of 299 for 
8 to be precise.  Around him there wasn't much else aside - and importantly - Stafford's 

knock of 71.  Only two other batters got into double figures in fact.  However the two 
Ferguslie batters' efforts were more than enough, as the 'Loc were subsequently bundled out 
for 200 in an unsuccessful run-chase that, after a bright start, never really got going as 
partnerships failed to materialise or be built, and wickets kept a-tumblin'.  Defeat by 99 runs.  

  

Of course the loss isn't Scotty's fault, far from it.  His drop just happened to cost the side.  
His other drop however didn't, as "Overseas Amateur" Kruger would make just 15 before 

Crazy Horse trapped him LBW.  This and a second wicket much later on were really, however, 
cold comfort for Hasseeb as his fifteen overs went for 93 runs and - for the first time in his 

'Loc career - and in his words - he got "thumped"!  But he wasn't alone: of the seven 'Loc 
bowlers used, five had economy rates north of a run-a-ball, with only really Piercey able to 
say he'd done his bit in this regard, his six overs seeing him return figures of 6-1-12-1.  But 

at that stage, and with Ferguslie being 42-2 at one stage, no-one suspected the carnage 
that'd follow.  Well batted to Keith Dabengwa, he may have been given a life, but carrying 

your bat for 150 isn't to be sniffed at! 
  

The 'Loc run-chase in search of 300 to win started breezily too.  Anjum was seeing it like a 

football and set the tone by smacking the first three balls of the innings for 4.  [Ed: you can 
imagine how happy Ferguslie's opening bowler was with that!]  But it wouldn't last, and with 

the 50-run partnership in sight, Anjum'd nick off to Cameron, out for a quick-fire 37 that 
included eight 4s and given his side a platform.  Owais at the other end was not scoring as 

quickly, and he'd eventually be second out in the nineteenth over having found rotating the 
strike hard in accumulating 14.  Pasty and Nofs were together now, and an already high run-
rate had risen further.  It was over 7s now.  The pair added 26 at a run-a-ball to get things 

going again, but as so often happens, the momentum was lost with the intervention of the 
drinks interval, followed almost immediately by Pasty being caught at the third - or maybe 

fourth attempt! - by Kennedy at mid-wicket.  106 for 3.  Scotty's day then go no better as he 



came and went for 2, and Abid followed quickly thereafter for just 5.  That middle order 

problem rearing its head again.  There were then cameos from Piercey (14) - unluckily run 
out backing up - Lexy (24) and Crazy Horse (10), but it wasn't nearly enough and the side 
would finish 200 all out.  Nofs had got to 50 before he was bowled round his legs to top-
score, however one batter's efforts were never going to be enough chasing 300 and it 

needed more from more, something that didn't happen on the day.  So well beaten, and 

respect again to Dabengwa on his big ton. 
 

West League Cup defeat at Uddy [posted 18/06/14] 
The 'Loc's good run in this season's West League Cup group stages, including their record 

against premier league oppo', came to an end this evening in the sunshine at Bothwell Castle 
Policies.  In the end it was a relatively tight margin of victory for the home, Uddy getting 
home by 12 runs after a McEwan-inspired first innings total of 132 for 6 proved a dozen too 

many for the 'Loc.   Piercey wasn't around for the game as he's down south with his folks, 
and so Haider kept his place from last midweek, Crazy Horse coming in for Piercey.  And 
Hasseeb would bowl well up-top with Nofs as Uddingston were kept to just 44 for 3 in the 
first half of their innings.  The two 'Loc bowlers bowled their eight overs for just 19 runs and 
the giys were definitely on top.  But then the home side pro', McEwan, broke free, and he 

bunted the change bowlers to all parts.  Eight 4s and two 6s were bunted as he went past 50 
in no time, before Nofs eventually trapped him LBW after coming back on.  Ihty, Hollywood, 
Mushy and Lexy all took tap, and - by contrast to Nofs and Crazy Horse - their twelve overs 
cost 111!  132 for 6 then at the break.  

  
Certainly not unchasable though, and at 67 for 2 in the tenth and with Pasty and Nofs 
together after a decent start by Abid and Anjum, the 'Loc were right in the mix.  However 

Pasty was then cleaned up by McEwan, and after Scotty and Nofs both went within seven 
balls of each other much of the momentum was taken out of the run-chase.  The lower order 

chased and scurried, but it was always going to be tough to chase more than a run-a-ball 
without someone having played the kind of dominant innings that McEwan did.  And so it 

proved: 12 runs shy of 132 was the final score and defeat for the first time in the group.  

However all still to play for with Stennie to play in the last of the round-robin matches.  
  

Chance missed [posted 14/06/14] 
After bowling their hosts, Stenhousemuir, out for just 130, and with Ferguslie losing on the 

day - to Stirling County - the 'Loc then threw away a great chance to separate themselves 

from the chasing pack at the top of the table by being bundled out for just 93 and losing by 
37 runs.  The middle and late order batting frailties that had dogged the pre-league season 

matches reappeared in the second innings as seven batters scored 5 or less, and three went 
for ducks.  And the chaos started early as Anjum and Abid both went for blobs, and it was 4 

for 2 when Nofs and Pasty found themselves together.  These two then restored some order, 
adding 40 runs without much ado, in ten overs.  However their burgeoning partnership was 

ended when Pasty was given out caught behind - a decision later apologised for by both 
oppo' and official!  But 44 for 3 it was, and Nofs would depart 10 runs later to see the good 
remedial work undone.  54 for 4, six wickets still in hand, 35 overs to bowl and less then 80 

needed.  Batters just had to hang around.  Sadly they didn't.  Scotty went two balls after 
Nofs, Piercey shouldered arms and was cleaned up, etc.  We've seen it before.  In the end, 

and it didn't take too long - just 30.2 overs - the side were all out for 93.  27 runs short of 

the target, with a ridiculous twenty overs unused!  
  

"Bad days at the office" happen, of course, but the 'Loc's middle and lower order batting 
failures are a near constant.  In Scottish Cup and CSL matches played this year so far, of the 

939 runs scored off the bat no fewer than 714 (or 76%) have been scored by the top four 
batters in each match.  Batters five to eleven are currently averaging just 5.8, and herein lies 

the main reason for losses, of which today's a good example.  

  
And it was a pity, as the second innings took the gloss off a good first innings effort.  An 

effort that had seen Stennie bowled out for just 130.  Ihty's promise continued to blossom as 



he took 3 for 28 in 11.2 overs, Crazy Horse and Piercey taking two each.  There were also 
two run outs, both executed by Owais, as the home side's batting line up faltered.  However, 
and returning to the issue at hand, the Stenhousemuir lower order made contributions that'd 

turn out to be vital.  Skipper McDonald, batting at seven, ended up 21 not out, and number 
ten Angus scored 13.  Their ninth-wicket partnership added an invaluable 21 runs. 

  

Next week it's Ferguslie at home, the Meikleriggs club also losing their 100% record today.  
  

Win in the sunshine [posted 11/06/14] 
The 'Loc made it three wins from three in this season's West League Cup with what ended up 

being a relatively straight-forward win over the city's second-best club, West of Scotland, at 
Shawholm this evening.  Batting first, the Partick side struggled to get any real momentum as 

wickets were picked up at regular intervals throughout their innings.  It got off to a slow 

start, with openers Farndale and Brown finding it difficult to get Nofs and Piercey away. 
Farndale was first to go, bowled by Nofs, with Brown following shortly afterwards.  Four of 
the visitors' batters would get in to the teens, but none reached 20.  It was that most difficult 
of batting scenarios: the revolving door.  Not a fast rovolving door your reporter would like to 

stress, but revolving nevertheless.  88 for 7 would be the eventual scoreboard readout when 

the twenty overs were done, Nofs and Piercey being joined on the "well bowled" podium by 
Ithy (4-1-16-1) and Hollywood, on debut, (4-0-15-0).  
  
89 was the target then.  And in the final analysis the difference between the two innings that 

one of the 'Loc's batter got a start and didn't then get out.  The batter concerned was 
Scotty.  He'd finish 30 not out - with Piercey for company - after Abid, Anjum, Nofs, Pasty 
and Owais had all come and gone before him, West skipper Blain taking 3 for 3 in his four 
overs.  It was a typically Scott Millen knock too: full off positivity, good running and decent 
ball striking.  [Ed: now, dear reader, imagine if he could do it for twenty overs and not just 

six or seven?  Challenge made!]  The winning runs were scored from the first legitimate 
delivery of the eighteenth over to see the 'Loc win by five wickets. 
  

Next Wednesday sees the next match in the competition, the 'Loc travelling to Uddingston. 
  

Eastern exit [posted 01/06/14] 
The 'Loc exited this season's Scottish Cup in Edinburgh earlier today, beaten by 50 runs by 
Watsonian.  Chasing a D/L-adjusted target of 189, the side fell 51 short of their target, being 

bundled out for 135 in the 36th over.  Frustration was the overwhelming sentiment post-
match having done well to bowl out their hosts for under 200 in the first innings, and then 

race out of the blocks to 50 for 1 in the first ten of the reduced 44-over allocation.  But the 
momentum of the run-chase was then blown away in a nineteen-ball sequence of events.  

First up Nofs was dismissed, adjudged run out by the umpire who was facing the other way 
when the stumps were broken but then, after deliberation, raised the dreaded digit.  Then 

Anjum, who'd got to 18, was nipped out by Chalmers, courtesy of a Hislop catch behind.  

And, finally, when the final ball of the thirteenth over shot along the ground and hit the base 
of Pasty's off stump to see him depart for just 7, the sequence was complete.  50 for 1 to 59 

for 4 quicker than you can say, "extra-sensory perception".  From this point onwards, or at 
least after Owais and Scotty's 26-run partnership was ended to see the side 85 for 5, the 
innings spluttered along, with wickets falling at regular intervals, and only Piercey getting in 
to double figures.  Scotty - with 29 - would top-score, but when Mushy was the second run 
out victim of the innings it was all over.  135 all out.  And with the final wicket ended the 
'Loc's involvement in the Scottish Cup for another season. 
  

Yet the first half had promised more.  With Hasseeb unavailable for the game, Ihty came 
back in to the side after bowling well in the 'Holmboys' league match yesterday, and his 

impressive all round performance on Friday against Grange.  Watsonian were batting first 

after being put in, and at 51 for 3 in the thirteenth over this looked a decent decision.  
There'd been a wicket each for Anjum, Nofs and Piercey.  Chalmers and Easton then put on 

the only 50-run partnership of the match, adding 58 for the fourth wicket.  Two wickets then 



fell with the score on 131 - Ihty getting in on the action.  161 for 7 and 163 for 8 then 
followed, before Nel chaperoned the last two home-side batters and added 32 for the final 
two wickets.  All out 195, in the 43rd over.  Again how important those lower order batters' 

runs were.  Nel, at eight, scoring 41, would be critical.  For the 'Loc the wickets were shared 
around, only Mushy ending without one on a day when he struggled in returning figures of 4-
0-34-0.  Nofs got a "4-for" to get his name in the 'paper, and Ithy's 2 for 31 was a good 
return as he - still Under 15 - continues to make his way in senior cricket.  
  

So how to conclude on this year's Scottish Cup adventures.  Firstly there was the abandoned 
match in Dumfries in which the 'Loc batters had fired for maybe the first time in season 

2014.  Then there was that match, the replay that saw the side defend 77 to earn today's trip 
to Myreside.  And, finally, there's today's defeat in the Capital.  What's to be learned?  Well, 

firstly maybe, the three games highlight, again, the need to try and find consistency.  The 

need to find more runs, particularly from the middle- and lower-orders, has again been seen.  
Today Watsonian's last five wickets accrued 64 runs, ours just 50.  And we remember 

Dumfries's last five fell with only 3 runs being added!  What would the Dumfries boys have 
given for 26 runs and not the second number divided by the first!  Late order runs, but as 

importantly using all the overs, is so important.  An area to work on.  Hang around, and runs 

come.  On the flip side, the Dumfries win was important as, coming the day after the opening 
day league win, it kick-started the recent winning run.  The challenge now is to not let 

today's defeat de-rail this.  Back to practice then, next up being the Dark Side at Toytown on 
Wednesday in the West League Cup.  

  
6 from 6 [posted 31/05/14] 

Today's CSL fixture card pitted the 'Loc against Prestwick down at the Henry Thow Oval.  And 
come the end of proceedings, your intrrepid report is pleased to say that the current good 
run continues.  Six wins on the bounce now.  This week's victory was a 71-run one, Prestwick 

being dismissed for 138 in their attempted chasing down of 210 to beat the 'Loc who'd 
posted 209 for 9 batting first.  The 'Loc's total owed much to Nofs' 99 [Ed: ouch!] and the 67-
run partnership he had for the third wicket with Pasty (29).  There were also cameos from 

Abid (19) and Rosco, batting at eight, who hit a really positive 21 not out, including 14 from 
the last over of the innings.  Mushy, too, with a quick-fire 12, at ten, should get a mention in 

despatches.  Nofs will likely feel a tad frustrated not getting to three figures, but hopefully 
will take solace in his knock being the cornerstone of a winning total.  Only really the middle 

order of Owais, Scotty and Nichty, missed out, mustering 10 between them.  210 was a 

decent target to set. 
  

In reply Prestwick lost Rafiq early - 9 for 1 - and then were three down for 34 inside sixteen 
overs.  A good start from the 'Loc then in defending their total, Piercey ansd Crazy Horse with 
a wicket a-piece, and Pasty with a run out.  26 were then added before the fourth wicket 
went down, Mushy dismissing Emblem - who'd looked in good nick.  The fifth wicket 

partnership between Fleet and Calum Rodger then started to grow, the fifth wicket only 

falling after the 100 had been past and the partnership was nearing 50.  But it wouldn't get 
past 46, Prestwick pro' Fleet being trapped LBW by Hasseeb to give him a second wicket.  

But Crazy Horse wasn't finished bucking, and he'd go on to record a "4-for", getting rid of 
both Morrisons as the fat lady was gargling.  117 for 7 and 133 for 8.  And when said rotund 

female entered from stage right, the scoreboard read 138 all out, Tennant the last batter out, 

bowled by Nofs.  A win by 71 runs secured.  
  

So that good run continues.  And again there were contributions from many sources: Nofs' 
knock and Hasseeb's bowling are the obvious stand-outs, but Pasty's and Rosco's runs were 
important, as was Nofs' and Piercey's ten-over opening spell that saw Prestwick restricted to 
just 20 for 3 and put them well behind the rate at this early stage.  The fielding effort was 

also improved, the hard work that's been consistently drilled at practice perhaps paying off?  

But still areas to improve,.....as always.  Tomorrow sees a Scottish Cup away day in 
Edinburgh against Watson's. 
  



Drumpellier beaten [posted 28/05/14] 

It was West League Cup grioup stage action again tonight at the old ground.  The visitors 
were Drumpellier, and the 'Loc were looking to continue their good run of form, a run that 

had seen consecutive league and cup wins over Kelburne, Dumfries, East Kilbride and Stirling 
County.  Could they make it five-from-five?  

  

If they were to continue their run then it'd be a victory in the rain, as drizzle would fall 
steadily throughout the match.  Credit to both sides, as well as umpires Gilliland and 

McGregor, for persevering without complaint in this regard.  And, like at New Williamfield on 
Saturday, if a fifth consecutive win was to be secured then it would be because of a 

successful run-chase.  This as because Drumpellier skipper Ramzan won the toss and chose 
to bat first.  Always interesting to choose to field second in evening matches at Shawholm 

given it's as hard as a very hard thing trying to pick up a dark red sphere against a dark 

green panoply,.....in the dark!  Any back to the game.  Ramza it was who opened with the 
first of three former Poloc player [Ed: all of them Sajjads!].  Saif Sajjad was Ramzan's 

opening partner.  But the two weren't together long as the visiting skipper was dismissed 
with just 2 on the 'board - caught and bowled by Nofs - to leave Saif in the hands of Sabri.  
However Sabri didn't hang around too long either, smacking a lofted shot down Nofs' throat 
at long-on in his usual inimitable style.  12 for 2.  Saif now had his third partner, this time 
Mohammed.  These two added 28 before Mohammed became the third batter dismissed, 

trapped LBW by Mushy.  This was the first of a brace for Mushy, his second seeing him clean 
up Saleem Sajjad for 4 to reduce Drumpellier to 52 for 4.  Saif still remained however, but his 

would be wicket #5, departing courtesy of a grab by Mushy off Piercey's bowling, having 
batted sixteen overs for his 25.  66 for 5.  Saif's departure saw Leslie and Josh Sajjad come 

together in the middle, and Leslie proceeded to bunt three big 6s to give his side's innings 

the much-needed impetus that had been missing.  Josh, however, was next out to make it a 
third consecutive Sajjad wicket to fall, bowled by Lexy for 1.  Lexy also ended Leslie's cameo 

of impressive hitting, Nofs holding on to a catch to see the number six depart, much to the 
'Loc bowlers' relief.  His injection of urgency was the main reason that his side eventually 

managed to post 92 for 8 when "Time" was called.  

  
93 to win then.  And the scorebook doesn't lie when it suggests the run-chase was fairly 

routine.  Abid and Coya put on 18 for the first wicket, Nichty (9) bowled by that man Leslie.  
36 were then added between Abid and Nofs before the former chipped one to point where 

Allison held on.  Abid out for 21, and another wicket for Leslie.  This meant it was Nofs and 
Pasty together, and these two added another 30 at a-run-a-ball, before Pasty (18) was 
bowled by Khan.  84 for 3 in the fourteenth.  8 still needed.  [Ed: and at this stage Crazy 
Horse was already in his civi's!]  Nofs (29) and new batter Scotty (1) were then both 
dismissed - 88 for 5. [Ed: to see Hasseeb just start to think he'd maybe changed out of 

whites too soon!]  But there'd be no repeat of #Dumfriesgate as Owais and Piercey calmly 
accummulated the remaining runs needed, and the five-wicket win was secured in the 

seventeeth over.  

  
Another win then, and another over Premier Division opposition.  Encouraging certainly, but 

let's not get ahead of ourselves.  Still lots to work on, in particular in the field where, 
notwithstanding tricky conditions, the level of anticipation could be improved, as could 

general athleticism and technical skils.  Too many runs leaked, too few run out chances 

bagged.  And with the ball, though Crazy Horse and Lexy bowled well, and Mushy picked up 
a couple of wickets, the skill levels could've been higher for the unit as a group. 

  
Two from two [posted 24/05/14] 

The 'Loc made it to league wins from two with a good win at New Williamfield against hosts 
Stirling County.  The win came courtesy of a really good run-chase that saw two batters score 

half centuries - Anjum (52) and Pasty (58) - and two 50-run partnerships - Anjum and Abid 

(50), and Anjum and Nofs (57).  As a certain Mr Huyser used to say, "Two 50-run 
partnerships or two 50s and we win!"  Today we got both, and we did!  But back to the 

start.  Stirling County batted first after being put in.  They started tentatively with 13 on the 



'board when Anderson was first out, caught by Pasty off Piercey's bowling.  Andy Carswell 
and the home side's "Overseas Amateur" Williams then added 47 for the second wicket, 
building a little bit of momentum for their side.  Carswell was the second casulaty having got 

to 16.  Williams looked to be the dangerman though, and was playing well.  Tweedie had 
joined him , and these two added another 44 to the total before Williams was cleaned up by 

Mushy.  Mushy was more expensive than in recent games, but his capturing of Williams' 

wicket was critical.  The fourth wicket partnership between Tweedie and his new partner 
Richie Carswell was yet another promising one, adding 61.  However, again, just as it looked 

like maybe being a decisive one, it was broken.  165 for 4, Tweedie run out.  And this'd be 
the first of a few run outs from this juncture as late innings run were sought.  In fact there'd 

be three more run outs, Owais, Nofs and Pasty all claiming victims.  Buzzers!  And when 
home Professional Ehlers was ninth out - run out of course - the scoreboard showed 226 for 

9.  Innings closed, 227 to win. 

  
Aside the four run outs, there was a brace of wickets for Lexy, with one each for Piercey, 
Mushy and Nofs.  In fact only Coya and Crazy Horse went wicket-less, but Hasseeb's figures 
of 15-1-49-0 were nonetheless important in restricting Stirling County's eventual total.  

  

The 'Loc run-chase was spear-headed by the AA: Abid and Anjum.  And in typical buntalicious 
fashion they put on 50 in no time.  In fact when Abid went for 33, with the score on 50, the 

innings was still less than nine overs old.  A good start.  Anjum and Nofs then added 57 for 
the second wicket, the latter being adjudged leg-before and departing for 19.  This brought 

Pasty to the middle, but 11 runs later it was he who had a new partner, Anjum holing out to 
Ehlers off Bielby's bowling for a well-made and important 52.  The side were halfway to their 

target, and there were still seven wickets in hand.  Question was whether the middle order 

and tail would do what they'd not done as yet this season, and that was bat the overs.  Bat 
the overs and the 'Loc likely win.  Pasty and Owais then - afforded the luxury of doing so by 
the fast start - consolidated for a bit, and added 31 before Owais became the fourth wicket.  
It was clear the plan was then that Pasty try and anchor the innings.  He'd bat with three 
more batters in achieving this aim, Scotty, Coya and Piercey partnering him over the rest of 

the innings.  13 were added between Pasty and Scott, then Coya and Pasty put on 25, before 
the final partnership of 41 between the skipper and Piercey.  And when the end came with 

the last ball of over 47 - Pasty hitting a 4 through mid-off - a really good run-chase was 
complete, and as importantly the win was secured.  

  

A good overall team performance then, with contributions from almost every player.  
Pleasingly the side's recent batting struggles didn't recur, and it was good to see a "proper" 

run-chase completed.  However - and here's the challenge - can the side - in fact all the sides 
- be consistent over the medium- and long-terms?  The club's in good heart player numbers-

wise and all its senior sides are doing well.  Practices are well structured, attendance is at 
bumper levels, and there are players queueing up to get places in the two Saturday elevens.  

All encouraging and good to see.  A standard's been set, can it be maintained and bettered? 

  
West League Cup opening round win [posted 21/05/14] 

East Kilbride were the opponents tonight in the first of the group stage matches in the 2014 
West League Cup, the only WDCU 1st XI trophy the club's never won.  [Ed: yawn, any more 

interesting facts match reporter?!?]  Batting first after Pasty had lost the toss, the home side 

opened with Scottish internationalist Moneeb Iqbal, and Hari' Singh.  But it would be neither 
player's night as both were pretty quickly back in the changing room having been dismissed.  

11 for 2 in fact was the start: Iqbal had been run out by Nofs, Singh bowled by the same 
player.  Overseas player Bocock was therefore at the crease, and his partner in crime was 

Kampman.  But they couldn't steady the ship as the bizarre batting that's been one of the 
features of this new season continued.  12 for 3 it was when Bocock departed, trapped in 

front by Mushy and wickets just couldn't stop falling.  10 runs were then added before the 
fourth, and this one saw Shah become Mushy's second victim.  In shades of Sunday's 
extraordinary encounter with Dumfries, 22 for 4 then became 28 for 5 as Bascombe was 

adjudged LBW to Mushy to give him a "3-for".  Easy-peasy.  



  

Well actually not-so-fast.  From what looked a pretty perilous position, East Kilbride 
recovered, with Kampman (who'd eventually finish not out 27) and Dalgleish (26) adding 45 

for the sixth wicket.  And with their partnership some belief returned to the home side.  A few 
late runs then from Johnston - after Meikle had come-and-gone for a duck - saw the final 

total edge up to 88.  88 for 8, 89 to win.  

  
Abid and Coya opened for the 'Loc, but as in the East Kilbride innings neither opener hung 
around very long.  Matty (0) went first, with Abid (4) following shortly afterwards.  7 for 2.  
Nofs and Pasty then added a few before the latter holed out at long-on.  This brought Scotty 
to the crease.  And it'd be his knock which turned the tide in the 'Loc's favour.  He'd be the 
only batter on either side to get past 27, and after Nofs departed, stumped off Talpur's 

bowling, Scotty guided the side home.  His 47 not out included four 4s and two 6s and was 

just the innings needed in the circumstances.  The winning runs came in the nineteenth over, 
the margin of victory five wickets after Dougie became the fifth wicket to go down.  

  
So a good win, against a Premier Division club, and pleasing to see the winning habit 

continuing.  Saturday's league match is next, and sees the side travel to play Stirling County 

at New Williamfield. Good individual performances too: Mushy's and Coya's "3-fors", and 
Scotty's innings.  

  
Scottish Cup drama [posted 19/05/14] 

No-one can remember the last time there was as bizarre a turnaround in a game at 
Shawholm.  Maybe back in 2005 when, after being skittled for just 115, the 'Loc bowled out a 
Clydesdale side that included Greig Williamson, Qasim Sheikh, Yasir Arafat, Ben Laughlin and 

Ross Lyons for just 77?  And spookily 77 was a number that featured in today's most recent 
of dramatic comebacks.  This time though it was the first innings score as the 'Loc somehow 

managed to be bowled out in under 24 overs for this number.  Extraordinary.  20 without loss 
had been the start as well, Abid and Owais weathering the new ball. But once that first 

wicket fell - Abid caught by Irwin off Davidson's bowling - it was simply a case of them not 

stopping falling.  50 for 4 came and went.  Then it was 61 for 7, before 69 for 9 finished up 
as 77 all out.  Davidson was the tormenter-in-chief with a "6-for", whilst Lojszczyk took one 

more wicket than he has "z"s in his name.  
  

Such was the scale of the collapse that the ump's simply turned the sides around and got 

cracking with the second innings.  No doubt their thinking - like most in the ground - was that 
tea would be held at the usual time,.....just after the game had been wrapped up by visitors 

Dumfries!  But little did they - did anyone - know what was to transpire.  Well the first thing 
that happened was that opener Bellwood nicked off behind to Abid, who grassed the low 

chance.  Hmmm, definitely not our day.  Or so we still thought.  Ahem, not so fast!  0 was 
still on the 'board when Richardson, Bellwood's opening partner, was bowled by Nofs.  The 
breakthrough, and early.  Then it was 4 for 2 and 12 for 3 as Bellwood and Davidson came 

and went in quick succession.  And if that wasn't bad enough it was soon 24 for 5 with the 
experienced Dumfries' skipper Corbett-Byers gone, along with McBride.  Carnage.  And the 

overs were ticking by.  In fact, though no more wickets fell, drinks after over 25 saw the 
scoreboard read 52 for 5.  A bit of a comeback after the early-doors drama.  But, still no 

batter looked comfortable.  

  
At this stage it's also worth pointing out that the wicket was perfectly fine.  Both sides would 

confirm this.  However chasing low scores, added to losing quick wickets, does something 
strange to players.  And today should be Exhibit A in this regard.  Within three overs of the 

drinks break Dumfries were 54 for 8!, and two overs later it was all over.  Extraordinary!  
There's that word again.  52 for 5 to 55 all out in five overs - thank you and good-night!  

  

Not much else to say, save Mushy had a "3-for", as did Piercey, with Nofs returning figures of 
10-6-12-2 into the bargain.  Mention in despatches too for Rosco's direct-hit run out of 



Brockwell, Dumfries' top scorer who made 25.  Today's unlikely win sses the 'Loc win the 
right to take on Watsonians in Round 2, away at Myreside. 
  

D/L win gets league season off-and-running with a win [posted 17/05/14] 
Kelburne were the visitors to Shawholm today on matchday one of the 2014 CSL season.  

With the forecast poor, and drizzle already falling, the threat of Messrs. Duckworth and Lewis 

loomed over proceedings, and so it was that after Kelburne's skipper Sheikh called 
incorrectly, Pasty invited the oppo' to have a bat.  The start was then delayed by a few 
minutes - without the loss of any overs - before McMillin and Burgess opened up for the 
Whitehaugh side, Piercey with the new ball for the 'Loc.  As might've been expected in the 

dreich conditions [Ed: look it up in the Scots dictionary Antipodean readers!] scoring was 
tricky, with the outfield slowed by the dampness.  13 were put on for the first wicket, Piercey 
dismissing Burgess for just 5 to bring Sheikh to the crease.  He and McMillin put on 46 for the 

second wicket after Burgess's departure, the visitors' other opener being the 'Loc's second 
scalp.  Hasseeb was in the wickets with this one, one of the two he'd take in what turned out 

to be the 38 overs Kelburne batted for taking account of the rain delays that intermittently 
called a halt to proceedings.  The other bowler to grab a brace was Nofs and it was he who 
was involved in the fourth wicket (after Hasseeb's second had sent Shiekh packing for 22), 

running out O'Connell (35) with assistance from Piercey.  O'Connell's 35 was the top-score in 
the first innings, one of four batters to get past 20, none of whom - frustratingly for their side 

- then got past 35.  In addition to the second-wicket partnership of 46, 57 were put on by 
Sheikh and O'Connell.  But when "Time" was eventually called on the visitors' time in the 

middle - an innings restricted to 38 overs as noted - they'd posted 142 for 6.   
  

The D/L calculation was then done and the 'Loc were set 159 to win in an equivalent 38 

overs.  Their run-chase started slowly too, just like Kelburne's start, with Abid going early on, 
courtesy of a smart leg-side take by O'Connell off McLister's bowling.  9 for 1.  Nofs and 
Anjum then slowly started compiling runs.  And they'd reached 48 for 1, after fifteen overs, 
when, again, rain drove the players and officials from the ground.  This time there was no 

early tea to take - though Ladies Day was still in progress and so there were cakes and 
sandwiches wherever anyone looked! - and so it was a case of just waiting and watching.  
When play was considered safe to resume, the second - and what would be last - D/L 

calculation was done and the 'Loc's revised equation was that they needed another 40 runs 
from seven overs.  Just under a run-a-ball.  The first over saw 5 runs scored and so it was 35 

from six overs needed.  The next over saw the target reduced by 11 as Wylie's only over of 

the day cost that many - a tough gig with a now pretty wet ball.  Overs three and four saw 
Anjum and Nofs still together, and another 10 runs securely accummulated.  Now it was the 

time to start thinking balls left not overs!  And the requirement was 14 from eighteen balls.  
The third-last over cost Kelburne 7 runs, but crucially they grabbed a wicket as Nofs holed 
out to a good low catch in the deep by Hussain.  7 needed from twelve.  Pasty in at four.  5 
runs came from the peniltimate over meaning it was then just 2 to win.  Ball one of the final 

over saw the tie secured, and ball two went to the point boundary off Pasty's blade and the 
win was secured.  Anjum was unbeaten on 44, a really good knock, and Nofs' 36 had been 
equally important in chasing down the target.  'Loc win! 
  
A good start then, notwithstanding the weather, and thanks to both sets of players - and the 

officials - for willing to get the game in, and completed. 

  
Rowan Cup exit [posted 15/05/14] 

This year's first round Rowan Cup draw saw an away trip for the club to Prestwick.  The side 
that travelled south showed a number of changes from Sunday's side that made the trek to 

Dumfries in the Scottish Cup with Nofs ineligible, and Dougie and Hasseeb unavailable.  Into 
the side came Rosco and Lexy.  
  

Pasty won the toss and decioded to bat.  Coya and Abid opened for the 'Loc and put on 24 
inside four overs before their partnership was ended by Fraser Macdonald's dismissal of Abid 

for 12.  15 runs were then added by Matt with new partner Anjum, before - the total having 



moved on to 39 - it was the former who departed, bowled by that man Macdonald again, for 

9.  3 runs later and it was three down as Pasty was yorked by Mark Morrison.  42 for 3 then 
became 45 for 4 as Anjum followed the skipper back to the "hutch", LBW to Calum Rodger.  

[Ed: do you need to have a cricketing brother to play at Prestwick?]  Scotty and Owais then 
mustered 18 in tandem before the former went for 26, the innings' top score.  Owais then 

followed without a further run being scored.  73 for 5.  Then for 6.   

  
Rosco and Piercey were the latest combo, and they added 11 before both were out with the 

score on 84, the former going second, and departing,.....handled ball!  There's a rare bird 
indeed dear reader,  The ball rolled back towards his stumps off his pads before, bizarrely, 

Ross then decided that kicking it away or stopping it hitting his stumps with his bat weren't 
options he liked, instead deciding to use his hand!  Schoolboy - literally! - error!    This left 

just enough time for Mushy and Lexy to have a mini-cameo each: 9 and 14, and the side to 

push the total up to 110.  Ihty was the not out batter.  Nelson to win.  
  

The Prestwick reply started well enough for both sides probably.  10 for 1 in the second over, 
then 26 for 1 after five overs.  The second wicket fell with the score on 43, when Carlyle 

departed for 16, bowled by Mushy.  43 for 2.  33 were then added by Emblem - Prestwick's 

"Overseas Amateur" - and Fraser Macdonald, the former surving a confident run out appeal 
that umpire Baird couldn't give as he was facing the other way, and the latter scurrying 

around and running hard between the wickets.  A tight finish looked on the cards, and so it 
turned out.  Though the 'Loc fielding was reasonable a bit of panic set in as the remaining 

overs ticked down.  31 were needed from the last five overs, and then 18 from the last 
three.  Over eighteen then went for 10 and the pendulum definitively swung in the home 

side's direction.  4 runs however were all that over nineteen cost and so it was still 4 needed 

from the last.  Ball two went for 3, and after the single that had been scored off the first ball 
of Piercey's and the innings' last over, this was all that was needed for Prestwick to progress 
in the competition.  A seven-wicket loss, but a tight game nevertheless.  
  

Still in it [posted 11/05/14] 

 

Today was another frustrating one for the 'Loc after their 
away Scottish Cup tie in Dumfries was abandoned after 

eleven overs.  The side had started well, as well, reaching 
61 for 1 - Owais being the batter out, and Anjum and Nofs 
at the crease. 

There was no doubt an abandonment was the correct decision as rain and hail swept across 
the ground after an early tea had been taken.  The tie will be replayed next Sunday.  The 

scorecard of the game is online, as are updated stat's. 
  

More frustration [posted 03/05/14]  

Last week's capitulation to 39 all out is one thing, but to get to 102 for 1 chasing 140,.....and 
lose!  Well, that's altogether something else!  But it happened.  The 'Loc had recovered from 

a so-so start in the field to restrict visitors Renfrew to just 140, bowling them out in the 38th 
over.  Nofs had grabbed three wickets in a miserly spell of 8-4-7-3, and there were braces a-

piece for Pierce, Anjum and Mushy.  On the flip side there were a bundle of extras gifted to 
Renfrew, with no fewer than 17 runs leaked in wides, and a further 6 lobbed in by way of no 
balls.  Still, chasing 141 to win, and sitting at 102 for 1, who cares, eh?!?  Actually, everyone 

should!  Not just in games like this one, but in most games, 23 runs [Ed: and in this match 
this ended up being 16% of Renfrew's total and almost three times more than the eventual 

losing margin!] are a generous present to the other side.   
  

For Renfrew, things started well enough with Kamran Saeed and pro' Ahmed Saeed putting 

on 74 in just over 24 overs.  When the breakthrough came, it was the Renfrew pro' who 
departed, trapped leg before by Anjum.  Number three Hussain followed almost immediately, 

again LBW to Anjum.  Two wickets in four balls.  And a pattern had been set, namely 
Renfrew batters succumbing leg before wicket.  No fewer than six would depart by this 

means as the lower middle order and tail struggled.  After the two Saeeds, only Abassi 



reached double figures, and when he eventually departed - sixth out - for 23, the visitors 

were 122 for 6.  The remaining four wickets then fell at a cost of only another 18 runs to 
leave Renfrew 140 all out, Majeed the not out batter.  141 to win.  

   
This week's run-chase started just like last week: 0 for 1, Anjum out,.....run out!  But unlike 

seven days earlier, Owais and Nofs stuck in and built a partnership.  Nofs was the dominant 

contributor, but Owais chipped away and the 50 mark was successfully passed.  Then three 
figures came up on the 'board: 100 for 1 in the 28th over - 41 needed, nine wickets in hand 

and over eleven overs to get them in.  #Toffee!  Eh, nope.  Malcolm was second out, for 62, 
caught by Saeed off Abassi's bowling.  102 for 2.  Then for three as Pasty slapped a Parvez 
half-tracker straight to cover having not yet got off the mark.  Stiffy and Owais then added 
11 for the fourth wicket: 113 for 4.  But the 11 runs had eaten up almost eight overs, and the 

equation was now 28 needed from six and a half overs.  Still not in the territory called "tricky" 

you'd have thought, but somehow it turned out to be,.....very!  Elliott was gone for 3, and it 
was 113 for 4.  And before you could say "collapse" it was 118 for 7 as Owais (35), Rosco (1) 
and Coya (7) had all been dismissed.  23 needed, but now "just" three wickets in hand. 
 Piercey and Mushy put on another 9 for the eighth wicket, but then three wickets fell for just 
5 runs and it was all over - defeat by 8 runs.   

  
If last week's 'Holmboys' loss at Toytown was a "defeat snatched from the jaws of victory" 

then this week's loss was a defeat retrieved from somewhere much further down the gullet! 
 Nine wickets had fallen for just 30 runs [Ed: think 39 all out!], and as bizarrely, the 30 runs 

had taken twelve overs to accummulate!  Okay, so what about some positives?  Nofs' and 
Anjum's bowling was good, the former's the standout.  Owais's innings showed good 

composure, though having reached 35 he will be frustrated he didn't go on.  Malcolm's 62 

was similarly impressive, though again, having "got in", he'll be annoyed he didn't finish the 
job.  Hasseeb's bowling on 1st XI debut also gets pass marks.  Other than this though, it was 

another bad day at the office.  Not the carnage of last week, but frustrating nonetheless. 
 More application is needed by the batters, and more confidence to play their games when 

they get out to the middle.  Next week the side travel to Meikleriggs to take on Ferguslie. 

  
One to forget [posted 24/04/14]  

There were four players making their competitive debuts in the side that took to the field 
today in pleasant conditions, and on immaculately-turned-out policies, for the first round-

robin match in this season's CricHQ 40 Cup.  Messrs. Nofal, Fletcher, Malik and Bhatia were 
the foursome, and it'll certainly be a day they'll remember,.....for mostly the wrong reasons!   
  

After a short delay to let the bowling run-ups dry out a bit after the persistent overnight rain, 
the toss saw the visitors from the Dark Side invite Pasty to have a bat.  It was a family affair 

at the top of the order too, with Anjum and Owais opening.  However at 0 for 2, with both 
back in the hutch, it was clear that chat round the Shah family table on Saturday evening 

might be a little stilted.  Pasty and Nofs were, therefore, in effect surrogate openers, and had 
the task of trying to start building a score.  They'd got to 14 when the third wicket fell, 
Pasty being given out LBW after a concerted appeal when it seemed there was wood involved 

in the shot.  14 for 3 it was though.   
  

Then, after Stiffy had nicked off and Coya had shouldered arms, it was 33 for 5!  And talking 

of five, this was then the number of middle-order and tail-end batters who didn't trouble the 
scorers thereafter!  39 all out, Nofs unbeaten on 23.  All done-and-dusted inside nineteen 
overs.  40 to win for the visitors.   
  

And win they did, inside thirteen overs, with only two wickets - Tariq's and de Lange's - 
falling en route.  40 for 2, thank you, and good night.  Not much else to say, aside this was 

undoubtedly one of the poorer days at the office for the 'Loc.   
  
Next week it's Renfrew at home in the same comp', Renfrew being losers on day one too, 

falling to defeat at Meikleriggs against Ferguslie.   



 


